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A NOTE ON TRANSLATION

Names of people and places have been translated into their standard English form, where there is one. Some terms have sometimes been left untranslated where a translation would not convey their full meaning, or they have multiple meanings. These are:

OFFICIALS

dux, patricius, marchio: high secular official, often a military commander.
missus (dominicns): royal commissioner or envoy.
primores: magnates, leading men.
iudex: judge, legal officer, administrator (see Chapter 1, p. 5).

LORDSHIP TERMINOLOGY (SEE CHAPTER 6, PP. 188–9)

homo: human being, man, (military) follower.
miles: soldier, warrior, military follower, later used for knight.
puer: boy, (military) follower.
vassus, vassalus: military followers.
fidelis: faithful man, (military) follower.
Senior: lord, superior, older man, leading man.
dominus: lord, master.

HOUSEHOLD TERMINOLOGY

servus, mancipium, ancilla, colonus, famulus: unfree people (see Chapter 6, p. 177).
domus, familia: family, household, dependants (see Chapter 6, p. 173).
paterfamilias: male head of household.
A note on translation

nobilis: noble, as adjective and noun (see Chapter 1, pp. 22–5).
leges: law codes produced in the post–Roman West.
ordo: order (in sense of rite or ordinance), category of people.
honores: honour, office, dignity, benefice.

All source quotations are given in English and I have also included the Latin of key passages. I have quoted existing translations of two texts throughout the book: Janet L. Nelson, Annals of St-Bertin (Manchester, 1991) and Timothy Reuter, Annals of Fulda (Manchester, 1992). The remaining translations are my own, unless stated otherwise in the footnotes.
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